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7:42 pm May 19, 2011, by Michael Cunningham

Sorry for the lack of posts the last couple days, blog people. I’ve been laid up sick after I made a major 

miscalculation and didn’t initiate my proven NyQuil Strategy at the first sign of trouble.

The Hawks had some meetings before Rick Sund headed off for Chicago but they weren’t detailed 

discussions about the team’s direction. The Hawks essentially are on the sidelines waiting to see what 

happens with the CBA. It’s hard for them to make plans that could become moot under the new rules.

ASG’s talks with a potential buyer for the team don’t seem to be affecting the basketball operations side of the 

organization. The key line in the story by the AJC’s Tim Tucker’s: “[A] deal is not close and that it’s far from 

assured one will get done.”

So it’s business as usual for the Hawks–or at least it would be if not for the uncertainty about the CBA. I wish I 

had more for you but everything is pretty much on hold right now.

In the meantime here are links to stories from the last couple days so you can tell me why I’m wrong:

Teague got caught up in the sexual assault allegations by the former Wake Forest student. In a “Today” 
show segment, the woman accused Teague of pushing her in the bathroom where a teammate allegedly 
sexually assaulted her. But the Miami police report does not indicate that the woman told investigators 
Teague pushed her, nor do the cops list Teague as an alleged offender.

•

Here are my player-by-player review capsules that appeared in the AJC today.•
Here are my five reasons to be optimistic about your Hawks that will appear in tomorrow’s AJC.•

Michael Cunningham, Hawks beat
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